
 
 

CREATIVE WRITING 

 

 

Write the sentences you created in the class with the structure ‘The + comparative…., 

the+ comparative’, or with Comparative and comparative. 

Examples: 

The more coke you drink, the less sleepy you´ll be.  

People nowadays are more and more conscious about having healthy food.  

 

Jesús Arceiz García 

The more fast food you have, the less healthy your diet is. 

The more coke you drink, the more weight you gain. 

The more fast food I have, the worse I feel. 

The more vegetables you have in your fast food, the healthier your diet is. PERFECT! 

 

María del Mar Rodríguez López 

The bigger a hamburger is, the more unhealthy it is. 

The younger people are, the worse they eat. 

Nowadays fast food is more and more unhealthy, nonetheless sensible people eat healthier 

and healthier. 

The more  French fries you have, the fatter you will be. PERFECT! 

 

Marisol Vázquez Gil. 

 

The more fast food you have, the fastter FATTER you get. 

The more fast food you eat, the less healthy you will be. 

The less chips you eat, the less cholesterol you will have. 

The more Ketchup you have, the more sugar you will get. Very good! 

 

Pilar Cibaja Gutiérrez. 

The more hamburguers hamburgers you eat, the worse your health will be. 



The more exercise you do and less fast food you eat, the fitter you will get. 

The more salads and vegetables the children have, the healthier they will grow up 

The less coke you drink, the better you sleep during the night. Very well and complex 

sentences! 

 

Rocío Gómez 

The more fast food you eat, the happier you feel if you’re slim. 

The more vegetables a hamburguer hamburger  has, the less health problems you´ll have. 

The more sauce you put in the fried potatoes, the more likely it is you’ve a stomach ache. 

Fast food is taster and taster because the meat has more added condiments. Very well!! 

 

 

ACTIVITY FINISHED! 

Thanks for your collaboration! 

 

Odalí Muñoz 

The more coke you drink, the more nervous you are. 

The more bread you eat, the fatter you will be. 

The more fast food you eat, the less health healthy you have.will be 

 

Fran Iglesias Serrano: 

The more ketchup you your  hamburger has, the more it tastes. 

The more money you spend on hamburgers, the  less beers you can afford. 

People are fatter and fatter because they eat a lot of fast food. 

 

Melina Campos Gil 

The more chips and hamburgers you eat, the bigger clothes you will need. 

The bigger a hamburger is, the more coke you will drink. 

The younger  you are, the more hamburger hamburgers you eat. 

The older you are, the healthier food you need. 

 

Mª Ángeles Rufino González 

The more vegetables you put in your hamburguer, the healthier you will be. 

The bigger the  hamburger is, the less hungry you’ll be. 

The more cheese you put in your hamburguer, the tastier it‘ll be 

The more chips you eat,  the fatter and fatter you will be 

 

Miguel Ángel Picardo Serralta. 

 

The younger you start eating this kind of food, the poorer your health will be. 

The more sugar your drink has, the more possibilities of suffering of from diabetes you will 

have. 

The more tight-fisted you are, the less you will like to buy these foods. 

The healthier you would like to be, the less fast-food you should eat. 

 

ACTIVITY FINISHED! VERY WELL DONE, STUDENTS! NOW YOU ARE READY TO USE 

THEM IN YOUR WRITING AND SPEAKING TESTS ;) 


